Reg#  Subj  Nbr  Sec  Cmp  Title  Instructor  Day  Start  End  Reg#  Subj  Nbr  Sec  Cmp  Title  Instructor  days  start  end  Bldg  Room
MATH  116  02  LEC  College Algebra  McConnell, Allison  TR  1230PM  145PM  HOLT  257  4352  MATH  051  02  1  Found. Math B  McConnell, Allison  MF  1200PM  1250PM  HOLT  257
4890  MATH  116  02  DIS  College Algebra  McConnell, Allison  W  1200PM  1250PM  HOLT  257  4352  MATH  051  02  2  Found. Math B  McConnell, Allison  TBA  WWW  ONLINE

MATH  105  03  LEC  Statistics  Chetra, Talwinder  MW  1100AM  1150AM  HOLT  173  4358  MATH  051  08  1  Found. Math B  McElwain, Susan A  TR  1100AM  1150AM  HOLT  257
4277  MATH  105  04  DIS  Statistics  Chetra, Talwinder  F  1100AM  1150AM  HOLT  173  4358  MATH  051  08  2  Found. Math B  McElwain, Susan A  TBA  WWW  ONLINE
4279  MATH  105  06  DIS  Statistics  Carter, Nancy J  F  200PM  250PM  HOLT  173  4358  MATH  051  09  2  Found. Math B  Archuleta, Billie J  TBA  WWW  ONLINE
4281  MATH  105  08  DIS  Statistics  Bailey, Paul  F  1000PM  1050PM  HOLT  173  4360  MATH  051  10  2  Found. Math B  Huff, Steven  R  1000PM  1050PM  HOLT  257
4367  MATH  105  10  1  Statistics  Chetra, Talwinder  F  900AM  950AM  HOLT  257  4361  MATH  051  10  3  Found. Math B  Huff, Steven  TBA  WWW  ONLINE
4384  MATH  105  12  1  Statistics  Chetra, Talwinder  F  1000AM  1050AM  HOLT  257  4363  MATH  051  13  2  Found. Math B  Archuleta, Billie J  TBA  WWW  ONLINE

MATH  107  01  1  Finite Math for Business  Steckel, Ann P  MW  1000PM  1050PM  HOLT  173  4362  MATH  051  12  1  Found. Math B  Archuleta, Billie J  TR  1000PM  1050PM  HOLT  175
4391  MATH  107  02  1  Finite Math for Business  Steckel, Ann P  F  1000PM  1050PM  HOLT  173  4362  MATH  051  12  2  Found. Math B  Archuleta, Billie J  TBA  WWW  ONLINE

Students enrolled in the following MATH 101 Sections will also be enrolled in the corresponding MATH 051 supplemental support course

Students enrolled in the following MATH 105 Sections will also be enrolled in the corresponding MATH 051 supplemental support course

Students enrolled in the following MATH 107 Sections will also be enrolled in the corresponding MATH 051 supplemental support course

Students enrolled in MATH 110-01 requiring supplemental support will also be enrolled in the MATH 051-09 support course

Students enrolled in any of the following MATH 101 Sections will also be enrolled in the corresponding MATH 051 supplemental support course

Students enrolled in any of the following MATH 105 Sections will also be enrolled in the corresponding MATH 051 supplemental support course

Students enrolled in any of the following MATH 107 Sections will also be enrolled in the corresponding MATH 051 supplemental support course

Students enrolled in MATH 110-01 requiring supplemental support will also be enrolled in the MATH 051-09 support course